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'JNDERGRADUATE Research

UWM's world-class research endeavors are open to students
from the start of their undergraduate experience. More than
1,000 UWM undergrads are involved in research projects
each year, and hundreds of them receive funding through
grants and awards. It's .why-..UWM was one of only two
national recipients Of the.:2018 •Campus-Wide Award for.
Undergraduate Reiearih Acco4lishment . Given by the
Councii on Undergraduate Research, it recognizes the quality
and depth of undergrad research opportunities. Here.are just
some examples of. what UWM undergrads
exploring.

PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS

Nikolaus Prusinski, senior
Nik Pnisinski's many childhood visits to
UWM's Manfred Olson Planetarium fed
his desire to become an astrophysicist.
As a UWM student, he researches star
formation and galactic outflows in the
early universe under the guidance of
Dawn Erb, associate professor of physics.
Using data from the Hubble and Keck
telescopes, Prusinski observes outflowing
gas to better understand the processes
influencing star formation. "I enjoy
sharing the beauty and mystery of the
cosmos," says Prusinski, who is now
lead stargazer at the planetarium he
frequented. He is on track to graduate
at the age of 19.

Meet L&S undergraduate researchers exploring the frontiers of human knowledge
Robert Aloisi left his career of 29 years as a product
development engineer to pursue his passion for the stars.
He came to
UWM two years
ago to work on
a bachelor's
degree in physics,
with the goal of
eventually earning
his doctorate in
astronomy. He
chose the physics
department at
UWM because
it was within
commuting
distance of
his home in
Sheboygan Falls and offered the opportunity to do
undergraduate research.
His first-year research experience was studying the
properties of pulsars, which are compact, very dense
stars that emit radio energy as they spin. That resulted in
a paper, written with five students and other co-authors,
that was published in The Astrophysical Journal.
Last summer, he spent 11 weeks in Australia at the
University of Sydney as an intern working with a new
telescope array called ASKAP (Australian Square
Kilometer Array Pathfinder), an opportunity available to
UWM students as part of GROWTH (Global Relay of
Observatories Watching Transients Happen).
One goal of the work is to find supernovae and better
understand their properties, research that he is continuing
this academic year with the data collected in Australia.
"A neat example I found this summer was a supernova
that was discovered the month I was born. The afterglow
of that supernova is still visible today. That was pretty
cool."
Aloisi's research mentor is David Kaplan, associate
professor of physics, and he's also worked closely
with postdoctoral mentors Angie Van Sistine and Joe
Swiggum.
"I really enjoyed doing research with the teams that
I've worked with. I find that I learn a lot along the
way to accomplishing projects," Aloisi said. "I find it
really rewarding to have been able to publish a paper
already. The trip to Sydney was just awesome both on a
professional level and a personal level."
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Bailey Flannery loved English and thought she'd like to
be a high school teacher. But then she took a course from
Jacqueline Stuhmiller, lecturer in the Honors College,
and discovered the opportunities that existed for doing
research in the humanities.
"I took her course 'Telling Tales: Medieval Story Telling,'
and that class just changed my life," Flannery said. "It
captured my interest, my imagination.
Her particular focus has been on the treatment of women
and their bodies in literature as the monstrous female
body or woman-animal interface.
"Highlighting
these different
representations
was a way to start
conversations
with people
in a way that
might feel more
approachable
to them," said
Flannery.
As part of the
work, she has
helped organize
two Monster
Conferences
and a Beastly Conference that have explored the topics
of monsters and beasts in literature. The monster
conference brought in student researchers from other
areas and outside the university.
Currently, Flannery is working with Stuhmiller as
a research assistant on a volume called "Animal
Husbandry: Bestiality in Medieval Culture." In addition to
the Honors College Beastly and Monster conferences,
she's presented at the Arizona Center for Medieval and
Renaissance Studies and the Animals in the Humanities
conference.
Working with other researchers in the humanities and
social sciences, she has also created an organization
called HARPY, or Honors Association for Research
and Publication, that will publish its first undergraduate
academic journal in the spring of 2020.
Undergraduate research has changed her life, Flannery
said. "I think research in the humanities pushes you to
be a more critical and compassionate thinker. It pushes
you to have uncomfortable conversations... you may not
agree with the ideas, but you understand them. I think
these are things our deeply divided society needs more of
right now."

Tessa Miskimen works in Associate Professor Debbie
Hannula's psychology and neurosciences laboratory
doing research on learning and memory.

Nik Prusinski's many childhood visits to UWM's
Manfred Olson Planetarium inspired him to become an
astronomer.

Miskimen has been taking part in an ongoing project
looking at how fear conditioning can influence people's
eye movements. For example, viewers look at colored
circles on a computer screen with certain colors
accompanied by a shock. Miskimen then tracks their
responses to seeing the same circles again. "Because of
what they've learned, they remember something about
what the circle meant to them beforehand in terms of
shock."

`That's when I met Dr. Jean Creighton (planetarium
director). Her shows are excellent. They really do a good
job of introducing astronomy to the general public. I strive
to achieve her level of ease with science communication."

The goal of the research is to study the parts of the
brain that are activated by the eye movements reflecting
remembered stimuli.
She works with graduate students in Hannula's lab
who are doing functional MRI (fMRI) studies with video
recordings. That's work she won't be able to see out fully
before her May graduation, Miskimen said.
"An MRI shows a picture of the brain, but an fMRI shows
changes in blood flow that show us what part of the brain
is activating when certain
stimuli are presented, for
example," Miskimen said.
She received an
award for her research
presentation at the UWM
Undergraduate Research
Symposium two years in a
row and has taken part in
a national conference.
Miskimen has been doing
undergraduate research
since the second semester
of her first year. "I was in Dr. Hannula's freshman seminar
and after that class, she invited me to be in her lab. I
didn't really know if I wanted to be involved in research,
but I decided to take advantage of the opportunity."
She became interested in psychology after an AP
psychology course in high school. Her work at UWM
introduced her to the science side of the field, which is
where she has focused her research. "I didn't realize
there was so much to psychology until I started taking
classes here. I learned a lot about neuroscience in my
freshman seminar with Dr. Hannula."
She said she's benefitted from her research experiences
and her psychology classes at UWM. "I feel very
connected and able to ask questions of many professors,
even if I haven't had a class with them for a year or two."

Prusinski finished up most of his general high school
curriculum by the time he was 15, so his school board
sponsored him through the now-discontinued Youth
Options program to take classes at UWM. As a result,
he'll be graduating from UWM at age 19.
Now a physics and mathematics major, his research
has focused on studying star formation and galactic
outflows in the early universe under the guidance of
Dawn Erb, associate professor of physics. Using data
from the Hubble and Keck telescopes, Prusinski observes
outflowing gas to better understand feedback processes
influencing star formation.
Prusinski worked as a volunteer at the planetarium,
which transitioned into a paid internship. He is now
lead stargazer, presenting live shows to the general
public. Among other projects, he helped install a new
computerized tracking mount for the telescope on the roof
of the Physics building. He's also done an NSF-funded
summer research experience at Northwestern University.
The work he is doing with his mentor can help contribute
to a better understanding of the universe and how
galaxies have
evolved over
time, he said.
She has helped
him not only with
the research,
he added, but
with advice on
graduate school.
"She is a great
career mentor as
well as a research
mentor."
Having received several graduate school offers,
Prusinski's goal is to earn his PhD in astrophysics and
become a research professor. He's enjoyed presenting
his research and seeing the `aha' moment in his teaching.
"I enjoy sharing the beauty and mystery of the cosmos.
Having people come up to the roof and look through the
telescopes and see the planets and moon...that's fun."
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SURF student Cory Thompson has paper
published

UWM Student Researchers Create App that
Rates Buildings on Accessibility

View more

The Senior Excellence in Research Award (SERA) goes to a small group of seniors
who have been significantly active in undergraduate research during their time at

March 4th, 2020: Conference Poster
Workshop

UWM and who propose a research plan for their senior year. The SERA award
recipients meet monthly to discuss their research progress and will share their
outcomes with an oral presentation at a colloquium in the spring. They also serve as

March 5th, 2020: Diverslly

ambassadors for undergraduate research in various ways including class visits,
outreach events and media interviews.

March 6th, 2020: Abstract Drop-in Help

To learn more about our current roster of SERA students click here
If you are interested in applying to become a SERA student for the 20-21 academic

March 7th, 2020: UWM Symposium Abstract
Submission Deadline

year please click here
View more
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Nikolaus Prusinski

Nik Prusinski (right) and Dawn Erb, associate professor of physics
Majors: Astrophysics, mathematics
Nik Prusinski’s many childhood visits to UWM’s Manfred Olson Planetarium inspired him to become
an astronomer.
“That’s when I met Dr. Jean Creighton (planetarium director). Her shows are excellent. They really do
a good job of introducing astronomy to the general public. I strive to achieve her level of ease with
science communication.”
Prusinski finished up most of his general high school curriculum by the time he was 15, so his school
board sponsored him through the Youth Options program to take classes at UWM.
“UWM is close to St. Francis, has a great physics/astronomy program and is cost-effective,” Prusinski
said. As a result, he’ll be graduating from UWM at age 19.

His research has focused on studying star formation and galactic outflows in the early universe under
the guidance of Dawn Erb, associate professor of physics. Using data from the Hubble and Keck
telescopes, Prusinski observes outflowing gas to better understand feedback processes influencing
star formation.
Prusinski worked as a volunteer at the planetarium, which transitioned into a paid internship. He is
now lead stargazer, presenting live shows to the general public. Among other projects, he helped
install a new computerized tracking mount for the telescope on the roof of the Physics building. The
mount allows the telescope track the stars as they move across the sky. He’s also done an NSF-funded
summer research experience at Northwestern University.
The work he is doing with his mentor can help contribute to a better understanding of the universe
and how galaxies have evolved over time, he said. She has helped him not only with the research, he
added, but with advice on graduate school. “She is a great career mentor as well as a research
mentor.”
Having received several graduate school offers, Prusinski’s goal is to earn his PhD in astrophysics and
become a research professor. He’s enjoyed presenting his research, he said, and seeing the ‘aha’
moment in his teaching. “I enjoy sharing the beauty and mystery of the cosmos. That ties into my
work with the planetarium. Having people come up to the roof and look through the telescopes and
see the planets and moon…that’s super fun.”

